
Disczrxsion: The frce-running SFDR of 84 dB/Hz’/’ is thc highest 
rcported to date for frcc-running long wavelength VCSELs, which is 
further enhanced by injection locking. The rclatively high RlN valucs 
observed arc possibly due to reflections from the VCSEL-fibre 
coupling lenses [9], which is still under investigation. Rcducing the 
optical reflections is expected to reduce the RlN and further increase 
the SFDR. 

The enhancement in the fundamental power is attributed to the 
increase of photon density and possibly differcntial gain, which 
enhance the clectrical-optical modulation efficiency. Similarly, with 
the increase of photon density and differential gain, the rcsoiiaiicc 
frequency is increased. A larger offset bctwccii the modulation and 
resonance frequencies reduces thc nonlincar distortion enhanced by the 
carricr-photon interaction, which in turn rcduccs the third-harmonic 

, distortion. 

Concli~sion: We have demonstrated that iiijcction locking improves 
the analogue performance of long wavelength VCSELs. We have 
found that injection locking can improve the modulation bandwidth 
by a factor of two and reduce modulation nonlinearities. The gain of 
the VCSEL RF link was improved due to an increase in modulation 
efficiency. Finally, the third-harmonic spur-free dynamic range was 
improved by 9 ~ B / H Z ~ / ~  to be 93 dB/HzZi3. This is the highest 
rcported SFDR for a long wavelength VCSEL. 
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Quantum dot photonic crystal lasers 

T. Yoshie, O.B. Shchekin, H. Chen, 
D.G. Deppe and A. Scherer 

Couplcd cavity designs on two-diincnsional sqiiarc laltice photonic 
crystal slabs were used to demonstratc optically pumped indium 
arsenide quantum dot photonic crystal lascrs at  room temperature. 
Threshold pump powers of 120 and 370 pW were observcd for 
coupled cavities including two and four defect cavities defined in 
optimiscd photonic crystals. 

Introduction: Photonic crystal (PC) [ I ,  21 planar cavities arc likely to 
form compact building blocks, which can bc iised in future integrated 
nanophotonic systems. Onc of the most notable charactcristics of PC 
cavities is that thc inode profile and the quality (Q) factors are 
geoiiictrically controlled and can be designed. Using simple defect 
cavity dcsigns, the first photonic crystal lascrs we12 reported [3] on 
InGaAsP multi-quantum well (QW) structures several ycars ago. 
Quantum dot (QD)-PC lascrs, however, have bccn more difficult 
deviccs to construct due to much lower availablc gain f‘rom QD 
material [4, 51. Thc smaller gain results not only from a lower total 
volume of actively emitling material but also from variations in the 
spatial locality of QDs as well as inhomogeneous emission broad- 
ening. These effccts result in a siiiallcr number of QDs contributing to 
the gain in a resonance as the Q factor is increased. 

Our approach to address these issues is to use high Q cavities with 
relatively larger mock volumes. In this Letter, we dcscribc siinplc 
designs of couplcd cavities in square lattice photonic crystals and 
demonstrate laser operation from such quantum dot photonic crystal 
(QD-PC) cavities. 

Designs; We start by using square lattice dcl‘cct cavities since their 
predicted modc volumes arc generally largcr due to the smaller 
bandgap. To increase thc mode volume we analysed couplcd two- 
dcfect cavity structures with a three-dimensional finite difference 
time domain (3D-FDTD) model. Thc analysed two-defect cavities 
wcre located two latticc constants (u)  apart from each other to form 
one coupled cavity mode in a two-dimensional (2D) square lattice PC 
slab with 11 by 13 latticc periods surrounding the cavities. The 
rnodellcd photonic crystal slab geometry had a thickness ( d )  of 
0.4.51, hole radii ( r )  of 0.380 and a semiconductor rcfractivc index of 
3.4. Fig. I shows the ainplitudc profile of the electric field in the 
centre of thc slab. Ryu et a/. [6] previously classified the mode from 
such a defect cavity as a whispering gallery mode. The electric field 
is vertical to the hole cylinder axis in the middle of the slab. The 
calculated vertical and thc lateral Q factors (QL and ell) of the 
coupled cavity dcviccs are 9800 and 24000, respcctivcly, and 
the mode voluiiic (V= J(i:E’)/inax(i:E’) dr3) is I .  I3(i/n)’. Single 
defect cavities with similar geometries exhibit values of 8500, 26600, 
and 0.78(A/n)’, respectively. Two-dcfcct couplcd cavitics therefore 
increasc the mode volume by 50% with similar Qs, 

Fig. 1 hnplitntle profile of electric field on niido‘lc. o / P C  cavity .slrrh of’ 
two-tl<f&ct cavities 
Frequency a / A ,  0.3 15. Ratios of d /u  and Y / U  are 0.45 and 0.38, respectively 
Structure may be clear in Pig. 20 

Experiment; Five stacked self-assemblcd InAs QD layers were grown 
by molecular beam epitaxy to form tlic active gain material. Thc QD 
density in our samples is 5 x 10“’/cm2 and thc QD laycrs were 
separated by 30 nm GaAs layers. Alo.zCalJ,xAs is used for cladding 
layers to form thin slab waveguides, which are deposited on an 800 nm 
Alli,04Gao,04As sacrificial layer on a top of GaAs substratc. To define 
200 nm-thick 2D-PC slab cavities, electron-beam lithography, 
chemically assisted ion-beam etching, oxidation of Alo,94Gao,l,4As 
layer, and wet ctching of AIO,y layer wcrc performed. The detailed 
fabrication steps can be found clscwhere [4, 51. Many geomctrics of 
single-, two-, and four-defect coupled cavitics were fabricated within 
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photonic crystals with lattice sizes of 31 x 31, 31 x 33, and 33 x 33, 
respcctivcly. Figs. 2a and h show typical scanning elcctron microscope 
images of two-coupled and four-coupled cavities, respectivcly. 

? 
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.- 

Fig. 2 Coupled ciivities consisting of two- and /birr-defect ciivities in 
two-dimensional .sqzrare-liittice PCs 
u Two-defect cavitics 
b Four-defect cavities 
Lattice spacing of cach squarc lattice and !./a ratios arc 400 nni and 0.34, and 
420 nni and 0.38 for structures in Figs. 2a and h, respectivcly 

Twenty rianosecond pimping pulses with 2.86% duty cycle from a 
780 nm scmiconductor laser were used to measure luminescence 
spectra and L (pump power)-L (collccted resonance power) curve. 
The pumping beam diameter was varicd up to 4 pin. 

I lb0  11’50 l i00 1i50 Id00 1&0 1400 
A ,  nm 

Fig. 4 Luminescence spectra t u l m  frotn ,foiir-coupled PC cavity ut room 
teinp”ure by short opticul pulse ~~i in ip ing  
(a) below thrcshold, pump power = 140 LIW 
(b) closc to thrcshold, pump power = 250 pW 
(c) above thrcsholtl, iiuinp powcr = 990 1tW 

Results: Fig. 3 shows two L-L curves taken from two- and four-defect 
coupled cavities. Each of these cavities exhibits distinct thrcshold and 
linear increase in output power above threshold. Threshold pump 
powers of 120 and 370 p W  are measured for two- and four-defect 
coupled cavitics, respectively. Fig. 4 shows lumincscence spcctra from 
a four-defect coupled cavity. Below thrcshold (Fig. 4u), the resonance 
cannot bc clearly observed. Close to threshold: nonlinear 
amplification of emission is sccn (Fig. 40). Above threshold, tlic 
rcsonance intensity incrcascs significantly. The lasing wavelcngth of 
1328 nm matches thc ground statc emission of the QDs. The photonic 
crystal geomctry of a/A=0.316 in this lascr also matchcs the 
analysed mode frequency of two-defect coupled cavities. Spectral 
line widths decreascd from 1 to 2 nm (below threshold) to less 
than 0.2 nm (above thrcshold). The combination o f  distinct threshold 
in the L-L curves and line width narrowing both indicate that thc 
cavities are indeed lasing. For tw-o-defect coupled cavities, the 
resonance was measured at u/l.=0.3, which is s n i a k r  than the 
simulated valuc since thc experimental slab thickncss is largcr and 
thc hole diameter is smaller than modelled. Single defect cavities did 
not lase in our experiments, probably duc to a lack of sufficient gain 
from the QDs. 
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Fig. 3 Pump power dependence of collected i esonunce power from 
coupled PC cavities 

PC cavity consisting of two-coupled defcct cavities 
PC cavity consisting of four-coupled dcfcct cavities 

Concl~aion: Lasing was demonstrated from sclf-assembled indium 
arsenidc quantum dots included in photonic crystal coupled 
cavities. Two- and four-defect cavities, which were dcsigned to 
control the availablc gain volume, were found to rctain high 
quality factors. Thc cavity rcsonance showed clear threshold beha- 
viour in the optically pumped L-L curvcs and line width narrowing 
was obscrved. 
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